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Point Arena Lighthouse Nov 20
2021 The low rumbles of the
fog signal and flashing beam of
light from the powerful lens
have guided mariners away
from the perilous waters
surrounding Point Arena
Lighthouse since 1870. After
the great earthquake in 1906
and the rebuilding of the tower
in 1908, Point Arena’s
navigational aids continued to
warn ships away from the
peninsula off Northern
California’s Pacific coastline.
The original tower was
replaced with a concrete
cylindrical tower that rises 115
feet from the headland. This
became the first lighthouse
tower in the United States
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constructed with materials
found to be superior to the
stone and masonry lighthouse
structures of the past. The new
tower, crowned with a nearly
13,000-pound first-order
Fresnel lens, sent a beam of
light 20 miles out to sea and
continued alerting ships of the
dangers just offshore.
Secrets of the Lighthouse
Jun 27 2022 Ellen Trawton is
running away from it all - quite
literally. She is due to get
married to a man she doesn't
love, her job is dragging her
down and her interfering
mother is getting on her
nerves. So she escapes to the
one place she know her mother
won't follow her - to her aunt's
house in rural Ireland. Once
2/19

there, she uncovers a dark
family secret - and a future she
never knew she might have.
Meanwhile, Caitlin Macausland
is mourning the future she can
never have. She died tragically
in what the village thinks is
suspicious circumstances, and
now she is stuck in a limbo,
unable to move on. And
between the two of them is an
old lighthouse - the scene of so
much tragedy. Can each
woman find the peace she so
desperately longs for? And can
they find the way to live again?
The Lighthouse Sep 30 2022
Enter the world of the
Lighthouse, a club for
supernatural beings and social
misfits. In this Gothic story
collection you will find castles,
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ghosts, vampires, romance and
terror. For more details, see
my page here:
https://nyssashobbithole.com/a
uthor/index/the-lighthouse/
Brilliant Beacons: A History
of the American Lighthouse
Dec 30 2019 "What Moby-Dick
is to whales, Brilliant Beacons
is to lighthouses—a
transformative account of a
familiar yet mystical subject."
—Laurence Bergreen, author of
Columbus: The Four Voyages
In this "magnificent
compendium" (New Republic),
best-selling author Eric Jay
Dolin presents the definitive
history of American
lighthouses, and in so doing
"illuminate[s] the history of
America itself" (Entertainment
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Weekly). Treating readers to a
memorable cast of characters
and "fascinating anecdotes"
(New York Review of Books),
Dolin shows how the story of
the nation, from a regional
backwater colony to global
industrial power, can be
illustrated through its
lighthouses—from New
England to the Gulf of Mexico,
the Great Lakes, the Pacific
Coast, and all the way to Alaska
and Hawaii. A Captain and
Classic Boat Best Nautical
Book of 2016
To the Lighthouse Oct 20 2021
To the Lighthouse was
published in 1927 by Hogarth
Press two years after Mrs
Dalloway and a year before
Orlando. The plot – not the
3/19

most important aspect at all –
concerns a family’s decision to
visit a lighthouse on two
separate occasions, the first,
unsuccessfully, when the
children are young and the
second, successfully, when the
children are ten years older but
the mother has died. The
essential parts of the plot, the
death of the mother and the
demise of a son, are merely
referred to (the first in
brackets!), but are central to
the tone and feel of the second
part in which the initially
maligned father proves his
worth in the eyes of his
children.
The Lighthouse Guards Jun 15
2021 Why is an old enemy
seeking Susan’s aid? What is
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the purpose behind the
seemingly random acts of
violence, killing and
destruction all over the world?
What is the connection
between the attempt to kill
Susan, the riots and the recent
bombing in Philadelphia? Is
there truly a link between the
bombings and Susan Dax? And
who could be behind it? In
seeking answers to this and
other baffling questions Susan
Dax and her unrivalled cohort
Seymour Krakauer find
themselves drawn into a
conflict with an old associate
and mysterious group known as
The Lighthouse Guards.
Trailing danger and ending up
captured on the operational
headquarters of the Lighthouse
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Guards. They try to figure how
their resourcefulness and
determination could enable
them overcome and destroy the
trained army bent on carrying
out an even bigger terror
campaign that will undoubtedly
have a dramatic effect on the
western world?
Haunted Lighthouses Mar 25
2022 This updated edition has
four new haunted lighthouses.
Lighthouses are America's
castles—proud, sturdy,
mystical, and sometimes even
haunted. The producer of the
popular television series
Haunted Lighthouses, seen on
the Discovery Channel, the
Learning Channel, and the
Travel Channel, takes you on a
tour of the legends of these
4/19

bewitching monuments as he
films. Meet a cast of intriguing
characters including noted
historians, people who work in
lighthouses, and even the
ghosts themselves. You will
also learn helpful travel tips
including the best places to
stay and dine, things to do, and
must-see attractions.
The Craftsman Series: The
Bell Rock Lighthouse May 15
2021 This 1931 book is
comprised of extracts from An
Account of the Bell Rock
Lighthouse (1824) by Robert
Stevenson (1772-1850), a
renowned Scottish civil
engineer who specialised in the
design and construction of
lighthouses. A highly readable
book that will be of value to
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anyone with an interest in civil
engineering.
For Want of a Lighthouse Jul
29 2022 No safe harbours for
steamboats or sailing vessels
could be found along an
isolated 70-mile stretch of
eastern Lake Ontario,
dominated by the irregularshaped Prince Edward County
peninsula. Frequent storms,
rocky reefs and sandy shoals
were among the many dangers
facing 19th century mariners.
So many shipwrecks mark one
narrow and shallow
underwater ridge in the region
that it became known as the
graveyard of Lake Ontario. It
was on these shores, from
Presquile Bay to Kingston
harbour and along the Bay of
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Quinte, that a network of more
than forty lighthouses and light
towers was built between 1828
and 1914. FOR WANT OF A
LIGHTHOUSE presents a
sweeping look at the social and
technological changes which
marked the era, and brings to
life the people, politics and
hardships involved in the
construction of these essential
aids to navigation. Through the
use of extensive archival
material and more than 100
maps and photographs, Marc
Seguin documents the vital role
these lighthouses played in the
building of a nation. There is
now a race against time to save
the few original towers that are
still standing. All profits from
the sale of this book will be
5/19

used to preserve these
remaining lighthouses.
The Lighthouse Apr 25 2022
The Lighthouse: The Curse of
Captain McGuire is a suspense
thriller that chronicles the life
of Samuel R. McGuirehis
humble childhood on the farm
owned and operated by his
father, JS McGuire, and his
career in the army during
World War II, where he
distinguished himself as a
soldier of great courage and
selfless service to his country.
In the end, The Lighthouse:
The Curse of Captain McGuire
is a murderers tale of mayhem
and deceit born from an
obsession for the lighthouse on
Old Wesley Hill, which sows
within the heart of an
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otherwise peaceful man the
seeds of duplicity and murder.
2013 Lighthouses Wall Nov
01 2022 The lighthouses of
Europe have long fascinated
photographer Jean Guichard.
With his photographs of these
isolated outposts, Guichard
wishes to show "simply that
man sometimes does good for
his fellow man." This collection
of photographs, portraying
lighthouses of France, Iceland,
the United States and Canada,
displays the beauty, isolation
and fortitude of these
structures and of the people
who take care of them.
Quay Walls Sep 26 2019 This
new edition of the handbook of
Quay Walls provides the reader
with essential knowledge for
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the planning, design, execution
and maintenance of quay walls,
as well as general information
about historical developments
and lessons learned from the
observation of ports in various
countries. Technical chapters
are followed by a detailed
calculation
Wisconsin Lighthouses Dec
10 2020 “Lighthouses are a
reflection of the human spirit
and a mirror to our
past.”—from the Introduction
No symbol is more synonymous
with Wisconsin’s rich maritime
traditions than the lighthouse.
These historic beacons conjure
myriad notions of a bygone era:
romance, loneliness, and
dependability; dedicated
keepers manning the lights;
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eerie tales of haunted
structures and ghosts of past
keepers; mariners of yesteryear
anxiously hoping to make safe
haven around rocky shorelines.
If these sentinels could talk,
imagine the tales they would
tell of ferocious Great Lakes
storms taking their toll on
vessels and people alike. In this
fully updated edition of
Wisconsin Lighthouses, Ken
and Barb Wardius tell those
tales, taking readers on an
intimate tour of lighthouses on
Lake Superior, Lake Michigan,
and Lake Winnebago. Both
delightful storytellers and
accomplished photographers,
the couple complement their
engaging text with more than
100 stunning color
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photographs, along with dozens
of archival photos, maps,
documents, and artifacts.
Detailed “how to get there”
directions, up-to-the-minute
status reports on each light,
and sidebars on everything
from lighthouse vocabulary to
the often lonely lives of
lightkeepers make this the
definitive book on Wisconsin’s
lighthouses.
Lighthouses of the Great
Lakes Jul 25 2019 The
lighthouses of the Great Lakes,
for so long guiding ships to
safety across the rough waters,
still stand as beacons to
adventurous travelers. Rich
with vintage and contemporary
photographs, picturing the
lighthouses inside and out, by
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day and by night, the book
takes you into the fascinating
history of the structures at
Split Rock, Sandusky, Big Sable
Point, Old Mackinac Point
Light, and Marblehead Light,
to name a few. Berger’s stories
about keepers and their
families, horrific storms, and
even encounters with ghosts
bring to vivid life the lost world
of these historic lighthouses. A
thoroughly engaging tour page
by page, the book also makes
travel to these destinations
easy as well as edifying, with
maps, directions, and a
comprehensive appendix listing
all the current lighthouses.
A Book of Dublin Nov 28 2019
A Description and List of the
Lighthouses of the World,
7/19

1887 Apr 01 2020
A Short Bright Flash:
Augustin Fresnel and the
Birth of the Modern
Lighthouse Jul 17 2021
“Combin[es] matters of
biography, science,
engineering, technology, art,
history, economics and politics
seemingly effortlessly and
definitely seamlessly. An
excellent book and a joy to
read.”—Henry Petroski, Wall
Street Journal Augustin Fresnel
(1788–1827) shocked the
scientific elite with his unique
understanding of the physics of
light. The lens he invented was
a brilliant feat of engineering
that made lighthouses blaze
many times brighter, farther,
and more efficiently. Battling
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the establishment, his own
poor health, and the limited
technology of the time, Fresnel
was able to achieve his goal of
illuminating the entire French
coast. At first, the British
sought to outdo the new
Fresnel-equipped lighthouses
as a matter of national pride.
Americans, too, resisted
abandoning their primitive
lamps, but the superiority of
the Fresnel lens could not be
denied for long. Soon, from
Dunkirk to Saigon, shores were
brightened with it. The Fresnel
legacy played an important role
in geopolitical events, including
the American Civil War. No
sooner were Fresnel lenses
finally installed along U.S.
shores than they were drafted:
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the Union blockaded the
Confederate coast; the
Confederacy set about
thwarting it by dismantling and
hiding or destroying the
powerful new lights. Levitt’s
scientific and historical
account, rich in anecdote and
personality, brings to life the
fascinating untold story of
Augustin Fresnel and his
powerful invention.
The Lighthouse Keeper’s
Son Jul 05 2020 The
Lighthouse Keeper’s Son
shares a chronological
collection of several short
stories recalling author Dallas
E. Quidley Jr.’s life as the son
of a lighthouse keeper. With
modern marine safety
technology, the lighthouse way
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of life has slipped away, even
though many lighthouses still
stand and are open to the
public. Recalling his personal
experiences, Quidley reveals
various aspects of life as a
lighthouse keeper. The US
Lighthouse Service and the US
Coast Guard have historically
been foremost in safe marine
navigation. The keepers were
highly qualified and dedicated
mariners—people who were
truly the salt of the earth. In
Quidley’s family, three
generations plus one son tried
to live up to that reputation.
This collection of personal
narratives offers exciting
stories of Quidley’s life before
and after his time in the
lighthouses with his family.
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Through these stories of events
and people, a portrait of a
strong, hardworking, Christian
and family man emerges. The
Lighthouse Keeper’s Son
chronicles a life well-lived and
the cherished memories of a
man who has experienced his
life to the fullest.
Rapid Eye Monuments Dec
22 2021 Long-time practitioner
of hypnognosticism and
administrator of the Sons of
Hypnos hyonognostic society,
Leviyey is no stranger to
experiments involving sleep
and dreaming. Rapid Eye
Monuments compiles nearly a
thousand dreams and surreal
fragments recorded between
2012 and 2019 and delivers
them in their raw and
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unpolished form for the
amusement of anyone willing
and able to make sense of it.
Markets for Managers Oct 27
2019 An accessible text that
provides managers with a wellrounded economic awareness
Successful managers possess
an understanding of economic
and market principles as they
relate to business itself.
Markets for Managers presents
managerial economics in a
casual, accessible format that
will help management
professionals take economic
realities into account when
running their companies or
divisions. The book takes a
global perspective while
covering the full range of
micro- and macroeconomic
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principles that managers
around the world need to know.
Complete with online resources
that include further reading
and a YouTube playlist, this
guide puts business
management practice within its
economic context to produce a
practical tool for managers. By
understanding market
operation and what might
cause market failure,
management professionals can
lead companies that respond to
market pressures and align
operating strategies with
economic realities. Monetary
and fiscal policies affect
businesses of all sizes, and in
Markets for Managers,
business leaders can learn how
to read the ever-shifting fiscal
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landscape. Delivers market
information tailored to
managers and the managerial
decision-making process
Comprehensively explains
macro- and microeconomic
ideas in language that's
accessible Provides concrete
suggestions for utilizing market
knowledge to improve internal
operations and align incentives
Helps managers build a global
view of business for optimal
decision making The practical
format of Markets for
Managers is perfect for
professionals and students who
want to gain an applied
perspective on today's most
pressing economic issues.
The Florida Lighthouse Trail
May 27 2022 From Amelia
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Island to the Keys to Pensacola
in the Panhandle, the coast of
Florida is dotted with
lighthouses of all sizes, shapes,
materials, and - best of all –
histories. The Florida
Lighthouse Trail is a
compilation of short histories,
written by expert contributors
from around the state. Each
chapter has fascinating details
about these great sentinels.
Chock-full of information on
dates of construction and
operation, changes over time,
and Fresnel lenses, this book
also serves as a travel guide
with directions and contact
information for their support
organizations. Paul Bradley's
beautiful artwork richly
illustrates each lighthouse. This
10/19

new edition features
substantially updated
information, with the most upto-date information for history
buffs and prospective visitors.
The Florida Lighthouse Trail
also includes a history of the
Florida Lighthouse Association,
an extensive glossary, short
biographies of the contributors,
suggested reading, and an
index.
The World's Lighthouses Jan
23 2022 This superb, profusely
illustrated survey by noted
authority recounts the history
of seamarks from antiquity to
the early 19th century. 261
black-and-white illustrations.
Lighthouse Families Aug 30
2022 New paperback edition of
original hardback published by
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Crane Hill in 1997. A record of
the memories and stories of
America’s lighthouse keepers.
Descriptions of daily life at a
lighthouse.
Lighthouse Encyclopedia
Aug 06 2020 A wealth of facts
and history fill this beautifully
designed armchair and
reference book. This single
volume, packed with full-color
and vintage photos, contains
everything a lighthouse lover
or maritime historian wants to
know about lighthouse history,
changing technologies,
lighthouse keepers, and the
lenses themselves. A detailed
index of more than 150
lighthouses around the world
offers quick and easy access to
basic information—know the
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height, age, elevation, optic
type and status for every
lighthouse! An appendix listing
lighthouse groups nationwide
makes it easy to see these
historic treasures, visit
museums and get involved with
preservation. See how the
appearance or location of lights
has changed over time. Read
about the historical
contributions made by
Augustin Fresnel, Winslow
Lewis and Stephen Pleasanton,
and learn about breakwater
lights, caissons, lightships,
mercury baths, daymarks and
clamshell lenses. The most
complete reference book on
lighthouses—which won a
Benjamin Franklin book design
award in hardcover—is finally
11/19

available in paperback. Ray
Jones is a leading authority on
lighthouses and the author of
more than 14 books and
countless magazine articles on
American history. He lives in
Pebble Beach, California.
Federal Register Feb 09 2021
A Game of Ghouls Jan 29
2020 An earthquake has
rumbled through the twisted
city of Degringolade, stopping
the town Kronometer and the
infamous Phenomenals in their
tracks. Legend has it that if the
ancient clock stops ticking a
terrible fate will befall the
people of Degringolade, and
there's no denying that the
super-mundane entities of the
tar-pits are behaving strangely.
They know something that the
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townspeople don't: deep below
the city, something has woken
up. And it's hungry . . .
Soldier Joker A Bright Light
Mar 01 2020 The Pensacola
Lighthouse was built by Lt.
George Horatio Derby (The
Soldier Joker). He was the 8th
District Lighthouse Engineer
(1857-1859). The Pensacola
Lighthouse that was lit in 1859
survived the Civil War
(including bombardment), two
lightning strikes, an
earthquake, and ALL of the
hurricanes and tornadoes that
have plagued the Gulf Coast.
He was the Engineer of record
for the lighting of the
lighthouses of Sand Island and
Pensacola on January 1, 1859.
Lighthouses of Eastern
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Michigan Jan 11 2021 From
the Straits of Mackinac to the
Detroit River, Images of
America: Lighthouses of
Eastern Michigan reveals
intriguing stories of
lighthouses and the people who
depended on them. Readers
will enjoy discovering what
happened when a large ship
fell 20 feet over one of the Soo
Locks and the captain
commented, “Good-bye Old
World,” as well as of a
persistent ghost that caused
havoc with the Coast Guard.
Which lighthouse was a
construction miracle in 1874?
And whatever happened to the
lost lighthouses of the Detroit
River? A collection of the
mysteries, storms, fires, and
12/19

heroics surrounding the
lighthouses of eastern
Michigan are waiting within.
Archvillain #3: Yesterday
Again Jun 23 2019
YESTERDAY AGAIN is the third
book in critically acclaimed
author Barry Lyga's Archvillain
series! Kyle Camden, a.k.a. the
Azure Avenger, unintentional
Bouring archvillain, has a
foolproof plan to finally prove
that Mighty Mike, unintentional
town superhero, is an alien.
Kyle's going back in time to the
night Mike Mighty showed up
on Earth and video tape his
arrival. Yet he decides to use
the time machine just as
something evil has been
unleashed on Bouring during
the Annual Time Capsule
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Burial. But Kyle can fix it when
he's back, right? Kyle
accidentally overshoots his
intended destination, landing in
1987, and burns out his time
machine. Things get even
stranger when he accidentally
befriends his dad at age twelve,
meets Sheriff Monroe (his
archnemesis in present time)
as a teenager, and discovers
William Lundergaard lurking
around. But Lundergaard isn't
any younger. How did he end
up in 1987 and why? Kyle
better figure it out fast.
Because if he doesn't get back
to the present immediately,
well, there might not be a
present anymore!
The Akko Marina
Archaeological Project May 03
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2020 This book summarizes
underwater discoveries in
Akko, from the Bronze Age to
the Ottomans, including
harbour installations,
lighthouses, shipwrecks,
cargoes, fishing gear, glass
artifacts, ceramics, and gold
and copper coins. Old charts
and photographs, together with
the archaeological finds, shed
light on the maritime history of
Akko and reveal...
To the Lighthouse Feb 21
2022 Vancouver Island and the
Gulf Islands are home to over
two dozen active lighthouses.
For over a century, these
coastal beacons have guided
ships through the fog and
represented hope for countless
mariners. Today, the
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lighthouses on BC's southern
islands are ideal destinations
for day trippers and coastal
explorers of all ages who are
looking for historical sites in
spectacular maritime settings.
To the Lighthouse: An
Explorer's Guide to the Island
Lighthouses of Southwestern
BCoffers a comprehensive and
fascinating look at these
remarkable landmarks,
blending practical information
on location and accessibility
with riveting facts, local lore,
and gorgeous photography.
From Fisgard Lighthouse, a
National Historic Site at the
mouth of Esquimalt Harbour,
to the remote west coast
sentinels of Cape Beale and
Pachena Point, and from the
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isolated Cape Mudge beacon
on Quadra Island to the
community-supported
restoration project at
Sheringham Point, this book
celebrates a unique culture of
public service passed down
through generations. To the
Lighthouseis a travelling
companion like no other.
Fire Island Lighthouse and
Keeper's Dwelling Historic
Structure Report Nov 08
2020
Lighthouse Bay Apr 13 2021
1901: Isabella Winterbourne
has suffered the worst loss a
woman can know, and can no
longer bear her husband nor
his oppressive upper-class
family. On a voyage between
London and Sydney to
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accompany a priceless gift to
the Australian parliament,
Isabella is the sole survivor of a
shipwreck off the sun-drenched
Queensland coast. But in this
strange new place, she finds
she cannot escape her past
quite as easily as she'd hoped.
2011: A woman returns from
Paris to her beachside
hometown to reconcile with her
sister. But she, too, has a past
that is hard to escape, and her
sister is not in a mood to
forgive her. Strange noises at
night and activity at the
abandoned lighthouse raise her
curiosity, and she finds herself
investigating a century-old
town mystery.
Lighthouse Oct 08 2020
Writing poetry was a coping
14/19

mechanism to get her through
each day of illness.
From the Colonial to the
Contemporary Aug 25 2019
From the Colonial to the
Contemporary explores the
representation of law, images
and justice in the first three
colonial high courts of India at
Calcutta, Bombay and Madras.
It is based upon ethnographic
research work and data
collected from interviews with
judges, lawyers, court staff,
press reporters and other
persons associated with the
courts. Observing the courts
through the in vivo, in trial and
practice, the book asks
questions at different registers,
including the impact of the
architecture of the courts, the
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contestation around the
renaming of the high courts,
the debate over the use of
English versus regional
languages, forms of addressing
the court, the dress worn by
different court actors, rules on
photography, video recording,
live telecasting of court
proceedings, use of CCTV
cameras and the alternatives to
courtroom sketching, and the
ceremony and ritual that exists
in daily court proceedings. The
three colonial high courts
studied in this book share a
recurring historical tension
between the Indian and British
notions of justice. This tension
is apparent in the semiotics of
the legal spaces of these courts
and is transmitted through oral
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history as narrated by those
interviewed. The contemporary
understandings of these court
personnel are therefore seen to
have deep historical roots. In
this context, the architecture
and judicial iconography of the
high courts helps to constitute,
preserve and reinforce the
ambivalent relationship that
the court shares with its own
contested image.
From the Lighthouse:
Interdisciplinary Reflections
on Light Sep 18 2021 What is
a lighthouse? What does it
mean? What does it do? This
book shows how exchanging
knowledge across disciplinary
boundaries can transform our
thinking. Adopting an
unconventional structure, this
15/19

book involves the reader in a
multivocal conversation
between scholars, poets and
artists. Seen through their
individual perspectives,
lighthouses appear as signals
of safety, beacons of
enlightenment, phallic
territorial markers, and
memorials of historical
relationships with the sea.
However, the interdisciplinary
conversation also reveals
underlying and sometimes
unexpected connections. It
elucidates the human and nonhuman evolutionary
adaptations that use light for
signalling and warning; the
visual languages created by
regularity and synchronicity in
pulses of light; how lighthouses
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have generated a whole ‘family’
of related material objects and
technologies; and the way that
light flows between social and
material worlds.
LIGHTHOUSE
ENCYCLOPEDIA: THE DEFINI
2ED Jun 03 2020 A wealth of
facts and history fill this
beautifully designed armchair
and reference book. This single
volume, packed with full-color
and vintage photos, contains
everything a lighthouse lover
or maritime historian wants to
know about lighthouse history,
changing technologies,
lighthouse keepers, and the
lenses themselves. A detailed
index of more than 150
lighthouses around the world
offers quick and easy access to
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basic information—know the
height, age, elevation, optic
type and status for every
lighthouse! An appendix listing
lighthouse groups nationwide
makes it easy to see these
historic treasures, visit
museums and get involved with
preservation. See how the
appearance or location of lights
has changed over time. Read
about the historical
contributions made by
Augustin Fresnel, Winslow
Lewis and Stephen Pleasanton,
and learn about breakwater
lights, caissons, lightships,
mercury baths, daymarks and
clamshell lenses. The most
complete reference book on
lighthouses—which won a
Benjamin Franklin book design
16/19

award in hardcover—is finally
available in paperback. Ray
Jones is a leading authority on
lighthouses and the author of
more than 14 books and
countless magazine articles on
American history. He lives in
Pebble Beach, California.
The Lighthouse of
Stalingrad Mar 13 2021 A
thrilling, vivid, and highly
detailed account of the epic
siege during one of World War
II’s most important battles, told
by the brilliant British editorturned-historian and author of
Checkpoint Charlie, Iain
MacGregor. To the Soviet
Union, the sacrifices that
enabled the country to defeat
Nazi Germany in World War II
are sacrosanct. The foundation
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of the Soviets’ hard-won victory
was laid during the battle for
the city of Stalingrad, resting
on the banks of the river Volga.
To Russians it was a pivotal
landmark of their nation’s
losses, with more than two
million civilians and
combatants either killed,
wounded, or captured during
the bitter fighting from
September 1942 to February
1943. Both sides endured
terrible conditions in brutal,
relentless house-to-house
fighting. Within this life-anddeath struggle, Soviet war
correspondents lauded the
fight for a key strategic
building in the heart of the city,
“Pavlov's House,” which was
situated on the frontline and
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codenamed “The Lighthouse.”
The legend grew of a small
garrison of Russian soldiers
from the 13th Guards Rifle
Division holding out against the
Germans of the Sixth Army,
which had battled its way to
the very center of Stalingrad. A
report about the battle in a
local Red Army newspaper
would soon grow and be
repeated on Moscow radio and
in countless national
newspapers. By the end of the
war, the legend would gather
further momentum and inspire
Russians to rebuild their
destroyed towns and cities.
This story has become a pillar
of the Stalingrad legend and
one that can now be analyzed
and told accurately. The
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Lighthouse of Stalingrad sheds
new light on this iconic battle
through the prism of the two
units who fought for the very
heart of the city itself. Iain
MacGregor traveled to both
German and Russian archives
to unearth previously
unpublished testimonies by
soldiers on both sides of the
conflict. His riveting narrative
lays to rest the questions as to
the identity of the real heroes
of this epic battle for one of the
city’s most famous buildings
and provides authoritative
answers as to how the battle
finally ended and influenced
the conclusion of the siege of
Stalingrad.
Sea Girt Lighthouse Sep 06
2020 The Jersey Shore
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lighthouse that stands in Sea
Girt has been a guiding beacon
for seafarers since the end of
the nineteenth century. A
revolutionary lens, designed by
Frenchman Augustin-Jean
Fresnel, captured the flickering
flame of a burning wick and
projected a unique flash that
could be seen for fifteen miles.
The genius of Fresnel's design,
on full display at the
lighthouse, impresses as much
now as it did in the days of sail.
Many colorful characters were
put in command here, including
a Civil War soldier, a
pioneering woman, an inventor
and, for one day, the twentyyear-old daughter of a keeper.
Sea Girt Lighthouse played an
important role in defending the
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coast during World War II,
when U.S. Coast Guard troops
stood watch in the tower and
patrolled the beaches. After its
decommissioning, the
lighthouse served for over two
decades as the town library
and recreation center, but by
1981, it was at risk of being
closed and sold. That's when a
group of community members-the Sea Girt Lighthouse
Citizens Committee-successfully fought to save and
preserve the shore landmark.
Today, the lighthouse is the
community beacon, alive with
activity and attracting visitors
who flock from around the
country and the world to
experience its history.
Huntington Harbor
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Lighthouse Aug 18 2021 In
the early days, Huntington,
New York, was known as part
of the Gold Coast of Long
Island. It was a busy area
boasting summer hotels and
docking facilities. Steamboats
brought crowds to Huntington
from New York City for outdoor
fun. Mariners took advantage
of landmarks to guide their
craft into channels until 1857,
when the Lloyd Harbor Light
Station was built on a sandspit
to guard the entrance of both
Lloyd and Huntington Harbors.
In 1907, the US Congress
appropriated $40,000 for the
construction of a new
lighthouse to replace the Lloyd
Harbor Light Station, which
proved to be ineffective for the
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navigation of vessels entering
Huntington Harbor. The
Venetian Renaissance-style
structure was completed in
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1912 and had the distinctive
appearance of a small castle.
Thanks to the enormous efforts
of the Huntington Lighthouse
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Preservation Society, Inc., the
beauty and uniqueness of the
Huntington Harbor Lighthouse
has been preserved.
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